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Introduction 

Is there a way to setup delivery charges to be automatically calculated on delivery tickets? 

Yes! There are several methods that can be used to setup delivery charges. There is the automatic delivery charge for 

cylinders, gas, hardgoods or any combination. You can enter numerous delivery charge codes and amounts (there can 

be up to 99 different codes). Note: each Customer Master will use only one default delivery charge code. If the 

delivery charge is based on the cylinders delivered, then it is setup in the Cylinder Master Record. The delivery rates 

can vary depending upon the customer and their distance. For example, you can have a customer setup with a 

delivery charge code of 01 that has a rate of $15.00 per delivery and another customer that has a further delivery, 

setup with a delivery charge code 02 of $25.00. 

Note: If there is a cylinder master record that has a delivery charge and the customer master also has one, it will 

combine the cylinder delivery charge with the hardgoods delivery charge rate.  

To setup the delivery charge codes: go to Billing > File 

Maintenance > Delivery Charges 

 

 Delivery charge for cylinder (setup in cylinder master) 

 Delivery charge for gas  

 Delivery charge for hardgoods 

 

 Delivery charge regardless of gas or hardgoods.  

 

 

The General Ledger Sub # should be set to the correct 

General Ledger Control Account number that is used 

for delivery charges. 

The taxable flag is set to a 1 to charge tax on delivery 

charges. It will be set to 0 if the delivery charges are 

non-taxable. 

The Customer Master Delivery Charge code should be 

set to the correct delivery charge code. 
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The Cylinder Master File has the delivery charge code 

for the cylinder related delivery charges. 

 

Order Entry will automatically calculate the delivery 

charge and the operator will be allowed to delete the 

delivery charge if their security clearance allows. 
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There is a program (WRDCCHG) that will place the 

delivery charge code on all customer accounts. This 

should only be used if you want all customers to 

have the same delivery charge. 

 

 Note: the program DLVCHRG_R can be used to list 

all customers that have a certain delivery charge 

code. 

 

 

 

  

 

Have questions? Feel free to send us an email, we welcome the questions! 
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1909 Citizens Bank Drive Bossier City, LA 71111     
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